Presenter-Tutor Application
(revised August 2008BOD)

Name: __________________________ Number of years in the breed: ______ Date of BCA membership: ______

Briard breed participation (check all that apply):
Exhibitor ______ Breeder ______ Judge ______

Number of Specialties attended: (list dates on back):
Number of Briard litters personally bred, whelped and raised on premises: (list names & dates on back):
Number of Championships completed (list names & dates on back):

I am interested in becoming a BCA approved: (Please check all that apply)
Presenter _____ Tutor _____ Both _____

Are you familiar enough with the breed, its history and the AKC standard to speak about it for two hours as required in many programs? Yes _____ No _____

Are you familiar enough with the breed and the AKC standard to answer questions without having to look up many answers or give personal opinion? Yes _____ No _____

Are you familiar with the basic anatomy of the dog and terms such as brisket, point of shoulder, over-reaching, foot-timing, etc? Yes _____ No _____

Are you familiar enough with the anatomy of the dog to discuss how various faults contribute to specific problems? Yes _____ No _____

Are you willing to take a test on canine anatomy, Briard history and the AKC Briard Standard? Yes _____ No _____

Are you willing to take a hands-on exam? (effective October 2008 pending board approval) Yes _____ No _____

Do you agree to use only BCA presentation materials as supplied by the Breed Education Committee? Yes _____ No _____

Can you separate personal preferences such as color, size, ear treatment, etc. from the acceptable as specified in the AKC standard? Yes _____ No _____

Can you assemble a small group of dogs of various sexes, colors, ear type, body types, etc for judges to evaluate and discuss? Yes _____ No _____

Can you make an objective evaluation of an excellent specimen that may belong to a competitor or a poorer specimen belonging to a friend? Yes _____ No _____

Are you comfortable speaking in front of an audience? Yes _____ No _____

Have you attended a Breed Education Committee presentation? (List place & date on back.): Yes _____ No _____

Are you willing to attend a training seminar on appropriate demeanor and procedures for presenting and tutoring? Yes _____ No _____

Are you willing to attend a BEC Coordinator requested conference call meeting of Presenter-Tutors? Yes _____ No _____

Do you have access to a laptop computer? Yes _____ No _____

I understand that I may be removed for failure to follow Presenter-Tutor procedures by a majority vote of the Breed Education Committee.

Signature ______________________________________ Date ______________________
Telephone ______________________ Email ____________________________